Abstract. Using the tools that we have developed in [20] , we study properties of random Kostlan polynomial maps (viewed as random variables in the space of C ∞ -maps, see Theorem 1). We apply these tools to the study of problems in random real algebraic geometry, with particular emphasis on the local structure of "random singularities" (i.e. the set of points where a map has some high-order jet of a prescribed type). This study leads to a generalized "square-root law" for the topology (Betti numbers or number of points) of a random singularity (Theorem 13 and Theorem 14): as the degree goes to infinity, the expected value of this number grows like the square root of the corresponding deterministic upper bound (most of the times coming from complex algebraic geometry). Finally, we establish two technical results of independent interest (used for the deterministic estimate of the topology of jet-type singularities and for the lower bound on its expectation): first we obtain Morse inequalities for stratified spaces that are "almost" semialgebraic (Theorem 8 and Theorem 15), second we prove a semicontinuity result for the topology of the zero set of a nondegenerate equation under a small C 0 perturbation of this equation (Theorem 16).
1. Introduction 1.1. Random algebraic geometry. Over the past few years there has been a lot of activity around the emerging field of random algebraic geometry, whose main idea is to study real geometry by replacing the world "generic" (from complex algebraic geometry) with the world "random".
A random study of algebraic geometry starts with the choice of a probability distribution on the space of (homogeneous) polynomials. It is natural to require that this distribution is gaussian, centered, and that it is invariant under orthogonal changes of variables (in this way there are no preferred points or directions in the projective space). If we further assume that the monomials are independent, this distribution is unique (up to multiples), and called the Kostlan distribution.
To be more precise, this probability distribution is the measure on R[x 0 , . . . , Historically, the whole subject started with the study of the case (m, k) = (1, 1), i.e. the study of the random univariate polynomials p d : R → R defined by p d (u) = P 1,1 d (1, u). Edelman and Kostlan [5] have proved that, for this model of random polynomials, the expectations of the number of real zeroes is √ d. We can intuitively explain this result as follows. First we observe that we can think at a Kostlan polynomial as a section of the line bundle O(d) → RP 1 (in this way we make more clear that the orthogonal invariance corresponds to isotropy of the real projective line). If one then considers the rescaled version X d (x) = P d (1, xd −1/2 ) of the Kostlan polynomial (a blow-up of the model on a small neighborhood of the origin) this rescaled version has a "limit" when d → ∞, and the expected number of zeroes of this limit is Θ(1). Since RP 1 is the union of Θ(d 1/2 ) many disks of radius Θ(d −1/2 ), the √ d is viewed as the sum of Θ(d 1/2 ) many contributions each of order Θ(1) (see Section 1.3 for more detailed discussion).
The main feature here is the fact that the local model of a Kostlan polynomial has a rescaling limit. The orthogonal invariance is used to prove that the limit does not depend on the point where we center the local model, hence it is enough to work around the point [1, 0, . . . , 0] ∈ RP m . These considerations lead to introduce the Gaussian Random Field X d : D m → R k (we call it the rescaled Kostlan) defined by:
The first main result of the paper is a description of the properties of the rescaled Kostlan polynomial, in particular its convergence in law as a random element of the space of smooth functions, space which, from now, on we will always assume it is endowed with the weak Whitney's topology as in [20] .
Theorem 1 (Properties of the rescaled Kostlan). Let X d : R m → R k be the Gaussian random field defined in (1.1).
5.
(Existence of limit probability) Let V ⊂ J r (R m , R k ) be an open set whose boundary is a (possibly stratified) submanifold 2 . Then
In other words, we have equality in (2) for sets of the form U = {f : j r f ∈ V }. 
where b i (Z) = dim H i (Z, R). Moreover, if the codimension of W is l ≥ 1, then the r.h.s. in equation (7) is strictly positive for all i = 0, . . . , m − l.
Before proceeding with discussing our general "square-root law" (Section 1.3) we present now a sequence of examples and applications which follow from applying Theorem 1. (See Section 2 for more precise statements and proofs.) . Recently Gayet and Welschinger [9] have proved that given a compact hypersurface Y ⊂ R m there exists a positive constant c = c(R m , Y ) > 0 and d 0 = d 0 (R m , Y ) ∈ N such that for every point x ∈ RP m and every 2 For example V could be a semialgebraic set 3 In this paper the symbol − stands for "it is transverse to". 4 A formula for ρ W d is presented in [20] , as a generalization of the classical Kac-Rice formula. Observe that, using the notation above:
Consequently point (5) of Theorem 1 implies that:
We stress that, as an extra consequence of Theorem 1, compared to [9] what we get is the existence of the limit of the probability of seeing a given diffeomorphism type. (See section 2.4 for results with a similar flavour.)
Example 3 (Limit topologies a-la Sarnak-Wigman). Let us consider the rescaled Kostlan polynomial X d : D m → R as in Theorem 1. Let ν(X d ) be the random variable "number of connected components of {X d = 0} entirely contained in D m ". Let also H m−1 be the set 5 of diffeomorphism classes of smooth, connected compact hypersurfaces M ⊂ R m . Following [23] , we consider the random probability measure
where the sum ranges over all components h of the zero set of X d and [h] denotes the diffeomorphism class of h. The measure µ d is a random variable with values in the set P(H m−1 ) considered with the discrete topology. Using Theorem 1 one can prove (see Section 2.3) that the sequence {µ d } d∈N converges to a limit random probability measure µ ∞ whose support is the whole H m−1 . Equivalently, for any fixed probability measure µ ∈ P(H m−1 ), we have
5 Note that Hm−1 is a countable set: in fact, every compact hypersurface in R m is isotopic (hence diffeomorphic) to the zero set of a real polynomial, by a result of Seifert [24] (see also [15, Special case 5] for a concise proof) and the set of all possible smooth algebraic hypersurfaces of R m , up to diffeomorphisms, is countable. : RP m RP k defined by:
(When m > k, with positive probability, this map might not be defined on the whole RP m ; when m ≤ k with probability one we have that the list (p 0 , . . . , p k ) has no common zeroes, and we get a well defined map ϕ
is captured by the random field X d defined in (1.1): one can therefore apply Theorem 1 and deduce, asymptotic local properties of this map.
For example, when m ≤ k for any given embedding of the unit disk q : D m → RP k and for every neighborhood U of q(∂D m ) there exists a positive constant c = c(q) > 0 such that for big enough degree d and with probability larger than c the map 
which is an easier object to work with. For example the random algebraic variety {ϕ d = 0} is the quotient of {ψ d = 0} modulo the antipodal map. If we denote by D d any sequence of disks of radius d
, so that we can understand the local asymptotic behaviour of ψ d using Theorem 1 (see Figure 1 ). For instance, from point (7) it follows that
Example 6 (Singularities of random maps). An interesting example (related to the previous ones) is the case of random planar maps. Let
be a random rational map of degree d as defined in (4) . For a generic map g : D 2 → R 2 only three type of singularities can appear at the origin (see [26] ): (1) a regular point of g; (2) a fold point; (3) a simple cusp. Moreover this singularities are stable, meaning that they persist on a small disk after a small perturbation of the function g. As a consequence, using Theorem 1, one can show that for every x ∈ RP 2 each of these singularities has a positive probability of appearing in the disk
as a singularity of the map ϕ
(See Section 2.3 for a more precise statement.) Example 7 (Random knots). Kostlan polynomials offer different possible ways to define a "random knot". The first is by considering a random rational map:
to which the discussion from Example 4 applies. (Observe that this discussion has to do with the local structure of the knot.)
Another interesting example of random knots, with a more global flavour, can be obtained as follows. Take the random Kostlan map X d : R 2 → R 3 (as in (1.1) with m = 2 and k = 3) and restrict it to S 1 = ∂D m to define a random knot:
The difference between this model and the previous one is that this is global, in the sense that as d → ∞ we get a limit global model
What is interesting for this model is that the Delbruck-Frisch-Wasserman conjecture [4, 7] , that a typical random knot is non-trivial, does not hold: in fact k ∞ charges every knot (included the unknot) with positive probability (see Section 2.5).
1.2.
Singularities of polynomial maps. For a given closed semialgebraic submanifold W ⊂ J r (S m , R k ), consider the random compact subset Z d ⊂ S m defined as the preimage of W under the map j r ψ d , where ψ d is the random polynomial map
The set Z d can be though as the set of points where the map ψ d attains a given jetsingularity W .
be the vector of all Betti numbers of Z d . We are interested in studying the behaviour of b(Z d ), as d → +∞, both from the deterministic and the random point of view.
Note that, if l is the codimension of W the last l entries of the list b(Z d ) are almost surely zeros. In general we prove the following deterministic estimate for the topology of Z d (see Theorem 37).
Theorem 8.
There is a constant A W ≥ 0 depending only on W such that
Remark 9. The statement above is still true if we replace the words "almost surely" with "for the generic choice of ψ"
6
, so that the theorem becomes a deterministic result of independent interest.
Example 10 (Real algebraic sets). Let us take
e. the set of solutions of a system of polynomial equations of degree d. In this case the inequality (8) follows from [21] .
Example 11 (Critical points). If we pick
is the set of critical points of ψ d : S m → R. In 2013 Cartwright and Sturmfels [3] proved that
(this bounds follows from complex algebrais geometry), and this estimate was recently proved to be sharp by Kozhasov [17] . Of course one can also fix the index of a nondegenerate critical point (in the sense of Morse Theory); for example we can take 
Example 12 (Whitney cusps). When
consists of the set of points where the polynomial map ψ d : S 2 → R 2 has a critical point which is a Whitney cusp. In this case (8) controls the number of possible Whitney cusps (the bound is of the order O(d 2 )).
1.3. The generalized square-root law. In this section we finally discuss the generalized square-root law, which describes the average topological complexity (measured using Betti numbers) of a random jet-type singularity. From a broad point of view, our Theorem 13 below tells that real algebraic geometry, when approached from a random point of view, behaves as the square-root of complex algebraic geometry. As we already noted above, E. Kostlan and A. Edelman [5, 16] were the first to observe this phenomenon: a random Kostlan polynomial of degree d in one variable has √ d many real zeroes on average (in the notation of the current paper this correspond to the case of ψ 1,1 d ). Shub and Smale [25] generalized this result to the higher dimensional case, proving the formula:
6 This is false in general, but it is clear from the statement of Theorem 37 in this case.
hence, in particular E#{ψ m,m d = 0} = 2d m 2 (the factor "2" comes from the fact that we are stating the problem on the sphere rather than on projective space).
Moving a bit closer to topology, Bürgisser [2] and Podkorytov [22] proved that the expectation of the Euler characateristic of a random Kostlan algebraic set has the same order of the square-root of the Euler characteristic of its complex part (when the dimension is even, otherwise it is zero). A similar result for the Betti numbers has also been proved by Gayet and Welschinger [9] [10] [11] , and by Fyodorov, Lerario and Lundberg [8] for invariant distributions; using the language of the current paper, these results correspond to the case of
Here we prove a far generalization of the previous results, which are special cases of next two theorems (in an asymptotic sense).
If W is of codimension m, then by Theorem 1, Z d is almost surely a finite set of points, hence b(Z d ) = (#Z d , 0, . . . , 0). In this case we can prove a more precise result.
Theorem 14 (Generalized square-root law for cardinality). Let W ⊂ J r (S m , R k ) be a semialgebraic intrinsic subset of codimension m. Then there is a constant C W > 0 such that:
Moreover, the value of C W can be computed as follows. Let
Why the square-root law?
We spend now a few lines trying to explain the connection between Theorem 1 and Theorem 13, at least in a naive way.
Let us look at the projective picture and fix a point p ∈ RP m ⊂ CP m -we know that, because the model is orthogonally invariant, from the point of view of a Kostlan polynomial, this point is like any other point. Let us also pick small disks 
Theorem 1 tells us that the sequence of random variables
has a limit as d → ∞, and in fact the same is true for the sequence of random variables [20, Theorem 3] , since the covariance function of X C d converges in the C ∞ topology). In particular, if we denote by Z d the set of points on the real projective space where we attain a given jet singularity and by Z C d the set of points with this given singularity in the complex space, the geometry of the . This explains why random real algebraic geometry behaves as the square root of random (i.e. generic) complex algebraic geometry (quoting the italian mathematician Enriques, "a real variable is half a variable"). 
In particular we can rewrite (1.4) as:
and the previous line (asimptotically and up to a constant) is Edelman-Kostlan-ShubSmale square root law.
Semialgebraic stratified Morse inequality.
To prove the results of the previous sections we first deal with the codimension-m case, then pass to the general case using the result below, which provides a useful Morse-type inequality for the case of semialgebraic stratified manifolds. Althought the difficult part of the proof is essentially contained in the book [12] , we believe that the theorem, as stated, is new.
Theorem 15. Let W ⊂ J be a semialgebraic subset of a real algebraic smooth manifold J, with a given semialgebraic Whitney stratification W = S∈S S. Let M be a real algebraic smooth manifold and let ψ : M → J, g : M → R be smooth maps.
(1) There is a semialgebraic subsetŴ ⊂ J 1 (M, J × R) with codimension larger or equal than dim M , equipped with a semialgebraic Whitney stratification such that if j 1 (ψ, g) − Ŵ then ψ − W and g| ψ −1 (W ) is a Morse function with respect to the stratification ψ −1 S . In this case
(2) There is a constant N W > 0 depending only on W , such that if ψ − W , ψ −1 (W ) is compact and g| ψ −1 (W ) is a Morse function, then To be more precise, consider the following setting: M and J are smooth manifolds, M is compact, and W ⊂ J is a smooth cooriented submanifold. Given a smooth map F : M → N which is transversal to W , it follows from standard transversality arguments that there exists a small C 1 neighborhhod U 1 of F such that for every mapF ∈ U 1 the pairs (M, F −1 (W )) and (M,F −1 (W )) are isotopic (in particular F −1 (W ) andF −1 (W ) have the same Betti numbers, this is the so-called "Thom's isotopy Lemma"). The question that we address is the behavior of the Betti number ofF −1 (W ) under small C 0 perturbations, i.e. how the Betti number can change under modifications of the map F without controlling its derivative.
In this direction we prove the following result.
Theorem 16. Let M, J be smooth manifolds and let W ⊂ J be a smooth cooriented submanifold. Let F : M → N be a smooth map such that F − W . If a smooth mapF is strongly 9 C 0 −close to F such thatF − W , then there is an algebra isomorphism
for some algebra K.
9 Meaning: in Whitney strong topology. In particular if C ⊂ M is closed and U ⊂ J is open, then
Theorem 16 implies that there exists a small C 0 neighborhood U 0 of F such that for almost allF ∈ U 0 :
In particular for small perturbations in the C 0 topology, the Betti numbers can only increase (see Figure 2 ). We will use this result in combination with the Holonomic Approximation Theorem [6, p. 22] in order to produce the lower bound in Theorem 13. In fact, for a given i = 0, . . . , m − codim(W ) ("i" is the index of the Betti number b i that we consider), the technical assumption that guarantees that the constant b W in (13) is positive is the existence of at least a function f :
In order to produce such a function, we first exhibit a section σ : S m → J r (S m , R k ) transversal to W and such that b i (σ −1 (W )) > 0. This section needs not to be holonomic, i.e. there might not exist a function f : S m → R k such that σ = j r f ; however, the Holonomic Approximation Theorem guarantees that, after a small C 0 perturbation of the whole picture, we can assume that σ is holonomic and Theorem 16 then guarantees that, if the resulting perturbed section is transversal to W , then the inequality b i (σ −1 (W )) > 0 is preserved (see the proof of Corollary 36 for a more precise discussion).
Random Algebraic Geometry

Kostlan maps.
In this section we give the definition of a random Kostlan polynomial map P : R m+1 → R k , which is a GRF that generalizes the notion of Kostlan polynomial.
Definition 17 (Kostlan polynomial maps). Let d, m, k ∈ N. We define the degree d homogeneous Kostlan random map as the measure on
induced by the gaussian random polynomial:
where x α = x α 0 0 . . . x αm m and {ξ α } is a family of independent gaussian random vectors in R k with covariance matrix
We will call P There is a non-homogeneous version of the Kostlan polynomial, which we denote as (1) For every x, y ∈ R m+1 :
Moreover, given R ∈ O(m+1) and S ∈ O(k) and defined the polynomialP
Proof. The proof of this proposition simply follows by computing explicitly the covariance functions and observing that they are invariant under orthogonal change of coordinates in the target and the source. For example, in the case of P d we have:
from which the orthogonal invariance is clear. The case of p d from the identity:
Proof of Theorem 1.
(
The covariance function of S d converges:
It follows by [20, Theorem 3] that S d converges in G ∞ (M, R k ), morover since all the terms in the series are independent we can conclude with the Ito-Nisio 10 Theorem [14] that indeed the convergence holds almost surely. 10 It may not be trivial to apply the standard Ito-Nisio theorem, which actually regards convergence of series in a Banach space. See Theorem 36 of [20] for a statement that is directly applicabile to our situation (2) By [20, Theorem 3] it follows from convergence of the covariance functions:
The support of X ∞ contains the set of polynomial functions R[u] k , which is dense in C ∞ (R m , R k ), hence the thesis follows from [20, Theorem 6] .
The fact that
and there is a point u ∈ R m such that j r u f ∈ ∂V . Let ∂V be stratified as ∂V = Z i with each Z i a submanifold. If j r f − ∂V then it means that j r f is transversal to all the Z i and there exists one of them which contains j r u f (i.e. the jet of f intersect ∂V ). Therefore the intersection would be transversal and nonempty, and then there exists a small Whitney-neighborhood of f such that for every g in this neighborhood j r g still intersects ∂V. This means that there is a neighborhood of f which consists of maps which are not in A, which means f has a neighborhood contained in A c , which implies that f / ∈ A and consequently f / ∈ ∂A, which is a contradiction. Therefore we have that
It follows by point (4) that P{X ∈ ∂A} = 0, therefore we conclude by points (2) and (3). (6) By previous points, we deduce that we can apply the results described in section 7
of [20] . 
However, we stress the fact that in most situation: when one is interested in the sequence of probability measures [X d ], it is sufficient to know that such a sequence exists.
Discrete properties of random maps
In this section we introduce a useful tool for studying the asymptotic probability induced by X d on discrete sets as d → ∞.
As a first motivating example for studying this type of problem, suppose that k = 1 and M is compact and assume that X d is a Morse function with P = 1. Then X d induces a probability measure ρ d on the discrete space N m+1 , probability measure which is defined by
In this case ρ d ⇒ ρ 0 pointwise or, equivalently, ρ d (n) → d ρ 0 (n) for anyn ∈ N m+1 . A second example of a discrete property, in this context, is the number and diffeomorphism type of the connected components of a regular level set of a random function X. A third example of interest is when M = S 1 and k = 3. Assuming that X d is an embedding with P = 1, then it induces a probability on the set of all equivalence classes of smooth knots and we want to understand the existence of the limit probability as d → ∞. (Observe that these examples are more general than the random algebraic geometry case.)
All of the situations above fall in the hypothesis of the following Lemma.
Lemma 20. Let E be a metric space and let
Let also Z be a discrete space and ν : U ⊂ E → Z be a continuous function defined on an open subset U ⊂ E such that 11 P{X ∞ ∈ U } = 1. Then, for any A ⊂ Z we have:
Proof. Since ν −1 (A) is closed and open by continuity of ν, it follows that ∂ν −1 (A) ⊂ E\U . Therefore P{X ∞ ∈ ∂ν −1 (A)} = 0 and by Portmanteau's Theorem [1, Theorem 2.1], we conclude that
Remark 21. Equation (2.3), in the case of a discrete topological space such as Z, is equivalent to narrow convergence ν(X d ) ⇒ ν(X), by Portmanteau's Theorem, because ∂A = ∅ for all subsets A ⊂ Z. Note also that to prove narrow convergence of a sequence of measures on Z, it is sufficient to show (2.3) for all A = {z}, indeed in that case the inequality
follows automatically from Fatou's lemma.
This follows from applying Theorem 1 and Lemma 20 to the map 
which has probability one for all X d . 
(the condition that the codimension of S is m means that the stratum of S of maximal dimension has codimension m). We say that a map f ∈ C ∞ (M, N ) has a singularity of type (S) at a point p ∈ M if j r p f ∈ S, in this case we say that the singularity is non degenerate if moreover j r f p S (transversality means with respect to the stratum to which the point p belongs to; in particular f cannot meet in a transversal way strata of codimension more than m).
For example the set
is a submanifold complex: the stratum of higher dimension consists of those jets where the gradient vanishes and the Hessian has one-dimensional kernel, and this stratum is of codimension m in J 2 (M, R).
Let now D ⊂ R m be an embedded m-disk. Then the set
is open. Since the codimension of S is m, the second condition of U implies that if f ∈ U , then it has no singularity of type (S) at the points of ∂D. Consider now ν : U → N such that ν (S) (f ) is the number of singularities of type (S) inside D (i.e. ν (S) (f ) = (j r f ) −1 (S)).
Since P{X ∞ ∈ U (S) } = 1, it follows by Lemma 20 that
Example 24. If M is two-dimensional we consider the set Σ ⊂ J 3 (M, R 2 ) of jets where the differential of f has rank one, and the set S of jets where f has a cusp; the stratum of higher dimension of S consists of jets where f has a simple cusp and has codimension two; ν (S) counts now the number of cusps.
Example 25. Let H m−1 be the set of diffeomorphism classes of smooth closed connected hypersurfaces of R m . Consider U = {f ∈ C ∞ (,R D ) m : f 0} and let ν(f ) be the number of connected components of f −1 (0) entirely contained in the interior of D m . For h ∈ H m−1 let ν h (f ) be the number of those components which are diffeomorphic to h ⊂ R m . In the spirit of [23] , we define the probability measure µ(f ) ∈ P(H m−1 ) as
The diffeomorphism type of each internal component of f −1 (0) remains the same after small perturbations of f inside U , hence µ : U → P(H m−1 ) is a locally constant map, therefore by Lemma 20 we obtain that for any subset A ⊂ P(H m−1 ),
In particular if X d is the Kostlan polynomial from Theorem 1, we have that X d ∈ U with P = 1, for all d ∈ N. Moreover since in this case the support of X ∞ is the whole A natural way to define a random lemniscate is to use the complex Kostlan polynomial
We define the random leminiscate Γ d as
This is not exactly the zero set of a Kostlan polynomial, but rather of a quadratic form in a Kostlan map; in this section we will see how the whole machinery introduced can be used also for more general problems like this.
In the paper [19] , the authors proved that for every sequence of open disks D d ⊂ S 2 centered at a point z ∈ S 2 of radius ρd − 1 2 and every embedding of a finite disjoint union of circles A ⊂ R 2 , there is a constant c > 0 such that
We now want to give a very simple proof of this fact using Theorem 1, with a little modification, namely we consider disks
with R d ∈ U (2). We want actually to prove the following slightly stronger theorem, which also implies the existence of the limit proability. 
4).
For any embedding of a finite disjoint union of circles A ⊂ R 2 , there is a constant c > 0, such that
First of all let's compute the covariance function of P d . According to our definition it is an element of C ∞ (C 2 × C 2 , R 4×4 ), but since we are using the complex notation it will be convenient to do the following change of coordinates in the codomain: R 4×4 ∼ = C 2×2 × C 2×2 given by following the formula, where A, B, C, D are 2 × 2 blocks
Under this change of coordinates we have
where, in complex notation,
A simple computation similar to that in the proof of Proposition 18 shows that
Note that the formula above implies that P d is invariant under unitary changes of variables, namely that [
Proposition 27. The following identity holds with probability P = 1:
Proof. For any instance of P d we have that
Now let (z 0 , z 1 ) ∈ C 2 \{0}, than at least one of the two coordinates must be different from zero, let's assume that is z 1 = 0. Observe that than 
is a submersion, hence ev {(0, 0)}. It follows from the Probabilistic Transversality Theorem of [20] that P {P d {(0, 0)}} = 1. In particular this implies that Z has real codimension 4 with probability P = 1, but since P d is a homogeneous polynomial, its zero locus is a union of complex lines, so it must have real codimension smaller than 2 in C 2 . Thus Z must be empty with probability P = 1.
Define the random field
Next observe that the function L :
, is continuous and that with D d defined as in (2.4), we have the following identity in distribution
where
Proof. In virtue of Theorem 2 of [20] , it will be sufficient to check convergence of covariance functions
It is easy to see that
thus the C ∞ convergence holds.
The last statement simply follows by continuity of L.
As a consequence we get that for any embedding of a finite union of circles A ⊂ R 2 , we have
To complete the proof of Theorem 26, we need to show that the left hand side of (2.4) is strictly positive,
) and that supp(X C ∞ ) is the closure in C ∞ (C, C 2 ) of the subset of complex polynomials, which corresponds to the set O(C, C 2 ) of all holomorphic functions. Thus
Note that S is closed by multiplication:
Given a standard circle A ⊂ R 2 , centered at a point c and having radius s, then L(z) = |z −c| 2 −s 2 is a regular equation for A, therefore L ∈ U A ∩S. Now suppose that A and A are disjoint embeddings of finite unions of circles and assume there are L, L ∈ S regular equations for them. Then LL is a regular equation (because L and L do not have common zeroes) for A ∪ A , thus LL ∈ U A∪A and, since S is closed by multiplication, LL ∈ U A∪A ∩ S. Therefore we can prove, by induction on the number of circles, that
This completes the proof of Theorem 26.
2.5. Random knots. The study of random knots is based on the following proposition.
Proposition 29. The random map:
is almost surely a topological embedding (i.e. a knot). Similarly, the random rational map ϕ
1,3
d : RP 1 → RP 3 is almost surely an embedding.
Proof. We prove the statement for k d , the case of ϕ
d is similar. Since S 1 is compact, it is enough to prove that k d is injective with probability one.
be the space of triples of homogeeous polynomials of degree d in 3 variables. Recall that k d = X d | ∂D 2 , where, if P ∈ F d , we have set:
Let now S 1 = ∂D 2 ⊂ R 2 and φ : (S 1 × S 1 )\∆ × F d → R 3 be the map defined by φ(x, y, P ) = P 1,
Observe that φ {0}. By the parametric transversality theorem we conclude that φ is almost surely transversal to W = {0}. This imples that, with probability one, the set
is a codimension-three submanifold of S 1 × S 1 hence it is empty, so that k d is injective. R 3 ) , which is the restriction to S 1 = ∂D 2 of X ∞ . Note that, since the support of X ∞ is all C ∞ (D 2 , R 3 ) , it follows that the support of k ∞ is all C ∞ (S 1 , R 3 ) and in particular every knot (i.e. isotopy class of topological embeddings S 1 → R 3 , a set with nonempty interior in the C ∞ topology) has positive probability by Theorem 1.3. Moreover, denoting by γ 1 ∼ γ 2 two isotopic knots, we have that
Theorem 1 implies now that the random variable
by Theorem 1.4, because the condition of being an immersion is equivalent to that of being transverse to the zero section of J 1 (S 1 , R 3 ) → S 1 × R 3 . Theorem 1.2, thus implies that for every knot γ : S 1 → R 3 we have:
The generalized square-root law
In this section we prove and discuss the results presented in Section 1.3. Let us recall the setting.
Let W ⊂ J r (S m , R k ) be a semialgebraic subset: W can be written as:
where the f j,i s and the g j,i s are polynomial functions on the space J r (R m+1 , R k ), where J r (S m , R k ) is naturally embedded as a smooth algebraic submanifold. In particular W is a finite union of smooth submanifolds, indeed it admits a Whitney stratification (see [12, p. 37] ). We consider the smooth gaussian random field
Notice that the Probabilistic Transversality Theorem (see [20] ) ensures that for any smooth submanifold W ⊂ J r (S m , R k ), we have that j r ψ − W almost surely. Therefore the random set Z d = (j r ψ d ) −1 (W ) ⊂ S m is almost surely a stratified subset of S m of the same codimension as W . We want to study the behaviour of the Betti numbers of
3.1. Expected cardinality. Here we discuss the case when codimension of W is m, so that the only Betti number is the number of points of the almost surely finite set Z d . The next theorem gives a deterministic bound for #Z d proving Theorem 8 in this case. The proof is independent from the rest of the paper (it doesn't involve probability at all) and it is a result of independent interest.
be a polynomial map and consider its restriction ψ = P | S m to the unit sphere:
Let also j r ψ : S m → J r (S m , R k ) be the associated jet map and W ⊂ J r (S m , R k ) be a semialgebraic set of codimension m. There exists a constant c > 0 (which only depends on W , m and k) such that, if j r ψ − W , then:
Proof. Let us make the identification J r (R m+1 , R k ) R m+1 × R N , so that the restricted jet bundle J r (R m+1 , R k )| S m correspond to the semialgebraic subset S m × R N . Observe that the inclusion S m → R m+1 induces a semialgebraic map:
that, roughly speaking, forgets the normal derivatives. Notice that while the map
These sections are related by the identity
Thus, defining W = (i * ) −1 (W ), we have
Since W is a semialgebraic subset of R m+1 × R N , it can be written as:
where the f j,i s and the g j,i s are polynomials of degree bounded by a constant b > 0. For every j = 1, . . . , we can write:
where Z j is algebraic (given by the equations) and A j is open (given by the inequalities).
Observe also that the map (j r P )| S m is the restriction to the sphere S m of a polynomial map
whose components have degree smaller than d. Therefore for every j = 1 . . . , the set
is an algebraic set on the sphere defined by equations of degree less than b · d and, by [18, Proposition 14] we have that:
for some constant B > 0 depending on b and m. The set (Q| S m ) −1 (Z j ) consists of several components, some of which are zero dimensional (points): Figure 3 . A family of shrinking embedding of the unit disk.
which is clearly transverse to each fiber {u} × J r 0 (R m , R k ).
The reason why we consider intrinsic submanifold is to be able to easily pass to the rescaled Kostlan polynomial X d ∈ G ∞ (D m , R k ) by composing ψ d with the embedding of the disk a R d defined by:
for any R ∈ O(m + 1) (see Figure 3) .
Proof of Theorem 14. Let us consider the set function
It is explained in [20] that µ d is a Radon measure on S m . Because of the invariance under rotation of P d , by Haar's theorem µ needs to be proportional to the volume measure. Therefore for any Borel subset A ⊂ S m we have 
In conclusion we have for
3.2. Stratified Morse Theory and proof of Theorem 15. Let us fix a Whitney stratification W = S∈S S (see [12, p. 37] for the definition) of the semialgebraic subset W ⊂ J r (S m , R k ) =: J, with a with each stratum S ∈ S being semialgebraic and smooth (such decomposition exists [12, p. 43] ), so that, by definition a smooth map f : M → J, is transverse to W if f − S for all strata S ∈ S . When this is the case, we write ψ − W and implicitely consider the subset ψ −1 (W ) ⊂ M to be equipped with the Whitney stratification given by ψ −1 S = {ψ −1 (S)} S∈S .
Definition 33. Given a Whitney stratified subset Z = ∪ i∈I S i of a smoooth manifold M (without boundary), we say that a function g : Z → R is a Morse function if g is the restriction of a smooth functiong : M → R such that Proof of Theorem 15. Let S ∈ S . Let us consider the set D p S of degenerate covectors at a point p ∈ S that are conormal to S (defined as in [12, p.44] ), in other words:
It is proved in [12, p.44 ] that DS = ∪ p∈S D p S is a semialgebraic subset of codimension greater than 1 of the conormal bundle T S ⊥12 to the stratum S.
Define thê
It is easy to see that j 1 (ψ, g) − Ŝ if and only if ψ − S and g|
In particular the codimension ofŜ is equal to m, the dimension of M . Now define
By definition 33, we have that j 1 (ψ, g) − Ŝ and j 1 (ψ, g) / ∈ DŜ if and only if ψ − S and g| ψ −1 (W ) is a Morse function along ψ −1 (S). Note that DŜ is a subset ofŜ of codimension ≥ 1, therefore the codimension of DŜ in J 1 (M, J × R) is ≥ m + 1. It follows that j 1 (ψ, g) / ∈ DŜ if and only if j 1 (ψ, g) − DŜ. DefineŴ = ∪ S∈SŜ \DŜ . SinceŜ and DŜ are clearly semialgebraic,Ŵ is semialgebraic and admits a semialgebraic Whitney stratificationŜ such that allŜ and DŜ are union of strata. With this stratification,Ŵ satisfies condition (1) of the Theorem.
Let us prove condition (2) . Let Z = ψ −1 (W ) ⊂ M be compact. Without loss of generality we can assume that each critical values c 1 , . . . , c n of g| Z corresponds to only one critical point. Consider a sequence of real numbers a 1 , . . . a n+1 such that a 1 < c 1 < a 2 < c 2 < · · · < a n < c n < a n+1 .
by the main Theorem of stratified Morse theory [12, p. 8, 65] , there is an homeomorphism
where T M D p (g) is the tangential Morse data and N M D p (g) is the normal Morse data. A fundamental result of classical Morse theory is that the tangential Morse data is homeomorphic to the pair
while the normal Morse data is defined as the local Morse data of g| Np for a normal slice (see [12, p. 65 
From the long exact sequence of the pair (Z ∩ {g ≥ a l+1 }, (Z ∩ {g ≥ a l }) we deduce that (3.4)
Since Z is compact, the set Z ∩ {g ≤ a 1 } is empty, hence by repeating the inequality (3.2) for each critical value, we finally get
Remark 35. In the case when J = J r (M, R k ) we can considerŴ to be a subset of J r+1 (M, R k+1 ) taking the preimage via the natural submersion
then Theorem 15 holds for any ψ of the form ψ = j r f . Moreover, in this case, observe that if W is intrinsic, thenŴ is intrinsic as well.
Semicontinuity of topology under holonomic approximation.
Proof of Theorem 16. Call A = F −1 (W ) andÃ =F −1 (W ). E ⊂ M be a tubular neighbourhood of A such thatÃ ⊂ B, where B is a strictly smaller (in the sense that B ⊂ E) tubular neighbourhood of A. Denote by π : E → A the retraction map. Sincẽ F is C 0 −close to F we can assume that there is an homotopy F t connecting F = F 0 and
Define analogouslyπ :Ẽ →Ã andB in such a way thatẼ ⊂ B. It follows that there is an inclusion of pairs u : (E, E\B) → (E, E\B).
The fact that W is cooriented guarantees the existence of a Thom class φ ∈ H r (J, J\W ), where r is the codimension of W . By transversality we have that also A andÃ are cooriented with Thom classes f * 0 φ = φ B ∈ H r (E, E\B) ∼ = H r (E, E\A) and f * 1 φ = φB ∈ H r (Ẽ,Ẽ\B) ∼ = H r (Ẽ,Ẽ\Ã). 13 In the book this is proved only for any fixed point p, as a corollary of Theorem 7.5.1 [12, p.93 ].
However it is easy to understand that the latter theorem is still true under the additional assumption that the point is moving.
From the commutative diagram it follows that there exists an algebra homomorphism
(where η is the excision isomorphism) it follows that there exists an algebra homomorphism U :
Corollary 36. Let M be a compact manifold of dimension m. Let W ⊂ J r (M, R k ) be a smooth stratified submanifold of codimension 1 ≤ l ≤ m being transverse to the fibers of the canonical projection π :
Then for any number n ∈ N there exists a smooth function ψ ∈ C ∞ (M, R k ) such that j r ψ − W and
Proof. Let B ⊂ J r (M, R k ) be a small neighbourhood of a regular point j r p f of W so that (B, B ∩ W ) ∼ = (R k+l , R k × {0}). Moreover we can assume that there is a neighbourhood U ∼ = R m of p ∈ M and a commutative diagram of smooth maps
This follows from the fact that π| W is a submersion, because of the transversality assumption. For any 0 ≤ i ≤ m − l consider the smooth map
Clearly 0 is a regular value for ϕ, whose preimage is ϕ −1 i (0) = S i × S m−l−i and it is contained in the unit ball of radius 2. Let C ⊂ R m be a set of n(m − l + 1) points such that |c − c | ≥ 5 for all pair of distinct elements c, c ∈ C. Now choose a partition C = C 0 C 1 . . . C m−l in sets of cardinality n and define a smooth map ϕ : R m → R r such that ϕ(x) = ϕ i (x − c) whenever dist(x, C i ) ≤ 2. We may also assume that 0 is a regular value for ϕ. Notice that ϕ −1 (0) has a connected component
Construct a smooth (non necessarily holonomic) section
To conclude we use the holonomic approximation theorem [6, p. 22] , saying that after a C 0 small perturbation of both S and F we can find a new sectionF that is holonomic in a neighbourhood of a submanifoldS isotopic to S, meaning thatF = j r ψ in a neighbourhood ofS for some smooth map ψ : M → R k . Moreover, we can assume that j r ψ − W , by Thom transversality Theorem (see [13] or [6] ). Applying Theorem 16 we finally get that b i ((j r ψ) −1 (W )) ≥ b i (S) ≥ n for all i = 0, . . . , m − l.
3.4.
Deterministic bound for Betti numbers and proof of Theorem 8. Using Theorem 15 it is possible to improve Theorem 37 to the case of any codimension, replacing the cardinality, with any Betti number. As a consequence of Theorem 37 below we deduce Theorem 8.
Let also j r ψ : S m → J r (S m , R k ) be the associated jet map and W ⊂ J r (S m , R k ) be a closed semialgebraic set (of arbitrary codimension). There exists a constant c > 0 (which only depends on W , m and k) such that, if j r ψ − W , then:
Proof. Let J = J r (S m , R k ) and letŴ be the (stratified according to a chosen stratification of W ) subset of J r+1 (S m , R k+1 ) coming from Theorem 15 and Remark 35. Let g be a homogeneous polynomial of degree d such that
satisfies the condition j r+1 Ψ − Ŵ (almost every polynomial g has this property by standard arguments) and (j r ψ) −1 (W ) is closed in S m , hence compact. Then by Theorem 15, there is a constant N W , such that we have that
and by Theorem 37, the right hand side is bounded by cd m .
3.5. Limit laws for Betti numbers: proof of point (7) of Theorem 1 and of Theorem 13. Let W 0 ⊂ J r (R m , R k ) be a semialgebraic subset. Consider the random set S d = {p ∈ D m : j r p X d ∈ W }, where X d : R m → R k is the rescaled Kostlan polynomial from Theorem 1 (see Figure 1) . We are now in the position of complete the proof of Theorem 1 by showing 1.7. Let us start by proving the following Lemma. The first identity follows from the transversality property 1.4.
We complete the proof of Theorem 1 with the next proposition.
Proposition 39. Proof of Theorem 13. The proof is divided in two parts, first we prove the upper bound, using the square-root law 14, then the we use Theorem 7 to deduce the lower bound.
1. Assume W is smooth with codimension s. Let us consider
and LetŴ ⊂ J r+1 (S m , R k+1 ) be the intrinsic semialgebraic submanifold coming from Theorem 15 and Remark 35. Thus, using Theorems 15 and 14, we get Let W 0 ⊂ J r (D m , R k ) be the model of W as an intrinsic submanifold, it is closed and semialgebraic. By Definition 31, we have (3.6) (a
Recall that for any R ∈ O(m + 1), the GRF ψ d • a R d is equivalent to Y d ∈ G ∞ (D m , R k ) defined in 3.1, hence taking expectation in Equation (3.5) we find 
